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AGREEMENT

This Agreement entered into this 28th day of August, 2017, by and between The

Powers Manufacturing Company, 1340 Sycamore, Waterloo, Iowa 50703, an Iowa

corporation, hereinafter referred to as the Company, and District Local 431, United
Food and Commercial Workers Union, hereinafter referred to as the Union.
ARTICLE I - UNION RECOGNITION CLAUSE

A.

This Agreement is to take effect at 12: 01 a. m. on August 28, 2017, between The
Powers Manufacturing Company of Waterloo, Iowa and District Local 431,
United Food and Commercial Workers Union, an exclusive representative for the
purpose of collective bargaining with respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of
employment and other conditions of employment for all production, cutting and

maintenance employees of the Powers Manufacturing Company of Waterloo,

Iowa, excluding executives, supervisory employees, forepersons, clerical and
office employees.

B.

The Company will inform each new employee in the bargaining unit of the
existence of this contract and of the location of a posted copy of this contract and

will introduce the new employee to his/ her respective shop steward prior to the
end of the orientation period. The Union steward may deliver a Company
approved informational packet about the Union to the new employee at that time.
C.

New employees will have a ninety (90) day orientation period during which the
Company will evaluate the employee. If an employee is retained after the ninety
90) day orientation period, plant seniority starts the day first employed. The

Company may extend the orientation period for an additional ninety ( 90) days
upon notice to the Union, during which time the employee will be entitled to all
benefits while remaining subject to orientation.
D.

When an employee is to be disciplined or is to be interviewed when discipline is
a possible outcome, he/ she shall have the right to request his/ her shop steward
or officer to be present and shall have the right to a reasonable time to confer
with

that

representative

beforehand.

Failure to abide by this rule shall result in

any disciplinary action becoming null and void with any and all compensation to
be rendered.
E.

Supervisors or heads of departments are not to perform any bargaining unit work

unless necessary. These same personnel are not to perform any actual
production for time study.
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ARTICLE II - CHECKOFF CLAUSE

A.

The Company agrees to deduct Union dues and related charges from the pay of
each of its employees who have authorized such deduction by a written

authorization meeting the requirements of all applicable laws, such employees
dues levied in

be

made

accordance with

from the first four (4)

the Union' s

constitution.

Deduction of dues is to

payroll periods of each month.

The Union will

hold the Company harmless from any and all claims made against it by reason of
compliance with this Article.
B.

The Company will remit all deductions collected by it under the provisions of part
A" of this Article II to the Secretary-Treasurer of the Union once each month.
ARTICLE III -

A.

HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT CLAUSE

The regular time of employment shall be 40 hours per week, the first day being
Monday

and

the last

day being Friday. Eight hours shall constitute one day. All

time worked beyond eight hours per day or 40 hours per week shall be overtime
at time and one half of regular wage or if piece work, at time and one half of the
piece work rate.

In special circumstances where a department or shift may be

closed for a day due to machine maintenance, or other reasons, the Company
reserves the right to reschedule the remainder of the week for more than eight

hours per day without paying the overtime premium, so long as this schedule is
mutually

agreed

to in writing

by

the

Company

and

the Union. If work is done on

Saturday, or the sixth day, it shall be paid for at time and one half at hourly or
piece work rate, whichever applies.

day,

it

shall

be

paid

for

at

double the

If work is done on Sunday, or the seventh
regular rates.

If an employee fails to work

his/ her regular 40 hours, providing work was furnished, unless off due to verified
personal illness, verified death in the immediate family, or verified family

emergency, or by consent of the Company, he/she will not be eligible for

overtime that week. The Company will determine if and when overtime work is

necessary. The Company will determine the number of workers required for the
overtime work. The Company will select workers for overtime hours by selecting
the most senior employees by department, by shift, and by ability to perform the
work. Overtime will be reasonably distributed by classification by department,

job seniority and shift. For employees who are classified by department,
personnel who will be selected to work after the regular scheduled work day will
be the most senior people who have been on that job during the entire day. For

employees who are classified by department, personnel who will be selected for
work on Saturday will be the most senior people who have worked on that job at
least three days

of

the

week prior

to the

Saturday.

If additional personnel are

needed but are not obtained by the above criteria for employees who are

classified by department, the additional personnel will be selected on the basis of
department seniority. Employees will be required to work beyond their regular

shift when notified by noon the previous day for Monday through Friday work and
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when notified by the end of the shift on the preceding Thursday for Saturday
work.

Exceptions: 1) When an employee has a valid legitimate excuse for not

working beyond the regular shift when notified, it will be considered. 2) The
Company will have no obligation to offer work beyond the regular shift to

employees who regularly fail to make guaranteed minimum rate, quality levels
are not up to acceptable standards, or have a record of absenteeism and/ or are
not punctual in daily check in and out.
1.

Employees may not be required to work more than two consecutive
If an employee has been working ten hours per day during the

Saturdays.

preceding week, he/she will be required to work no more than six hours on
Saturday.
2.

Employees may not be required to work more than two hours

beyond their regular shift on a regular work day.
3.

Overtime work may be granted at the Company's discretion to any

new employee in orientation status.

Once an employee is notified to work daily overtime, the Company
must advise cancellation of such overtime at least one hour before the

4.

end of shift

that

day,

except

in the

case of unforeseen circumstances.

If

the Company fails to so notify the employee of cancellation, the employee
will receive one hour of either average or hourly pay for that day.
Once an employee is notified to work Saturday overtime, the

Company must advise cancellation of that overtime by the end of the
employee' s shift on the previous Thursday, except in the case of
unforeseen circumstances. If the Company fails to so notify the employee
of overtime cancellation, the employee will receive four hours of either
average or hourly pay for that day.
B.

If an employee is permitted to report for duty without notification that work isn' t
available, that employee shall be given four hours work or paid for two hours
without work at their appropriate average rate for incentive employees or their

appropriate hourly rate per years of service for hourly employees; with the
exception that if work is not available because of flood, fire, power failure, act of

God, or other causes beyond the Company's control, the Company will not be
obligated.

If an employee is scheduled to work at a specific time and the

Company is not open or the department is not ready for work for reasons other
than flood, fire, power failure, act of God, and other causes beyond the

Company' s control, said employee will be paid at the average rate for incentive
employees or hourly rate per years of service for hourly employees, whichever is
applicable, for all time lost.
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C.

The normal first shift for all departments shall be from 6: 30 a. m. to 3: 00 p. m.,
subject to necessary changes. The Company may change the start and end
times

of either shift with one week' s notice

to the

affected employees.

Each shift

shall include a half hour lunch period, which shall not be on Company time.

Second shifts in each department shall begin at the end of the respective first
shift and extend for eight and one half( 8 1/ 2) hours, which includes a half hour
lunch period which shall not be on Company time.

ARTICLE IV -

A.

TRANSFER AND CLASSIFICATION CLAUSE

Employees are to be classified as follows:
SEWING DEPARTMENT

Class # 1 -

Single Needle —

Class# 2 - Multi- Skilled —
Class# 3 -

Drop Feed/ Needle Feed/ Cover Belt

Functions in any other sewing classification

Overedge - Knit Serge/ Safety Stitch

Class# 4 - Seam Cover
Class# 5 - Finish Operation -

Tack/ Belts/ Buttonhole/ Button Set/ Eyelet/ Inspecting

and Marking/ Snap/Two Needle Lap Seam/Two Needle Pocket Setting- Binders-

Zipper Set/ Two Needle Braid/ Waist bander/ Five Needle Machine/Zig-Zag.
Class# 6 -

Sewing

Support -

Chute/ Shipping/ Hangers/ Pre- Inspect/ Pre- Load/ Off-

Load/ Alterations
KNITTING / CUTTING DEPARTMENT

Class# 7 -

Cutting Dept. Utility Incentive
Knitting / Cutting Dept. Utility Hourly

Class# 8 –

LETTERING DEPARTMENT
Class# 9 -

Lettering Dept. Utility Incentive

Class# 10 -

Lettering Dept. Utility Hourly

Utility Operator" is defined as an operator in the cutting, knitting, and lettering
departments who can do any and all jobs within the classification.
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B.

Employees are to do any and all operations required of their classification at
established piece rates on such operations and are to be transferred only in the
following manner:
1.

If the transfer is for reasons other than lack of work as determined

by the Company, the transferred employee will be paid the employee' s
average rate to cover the slow down caused by transfer to the other class
of machine work.

2.

If the transfer is because of lack of work as determined by the
Company, the least senior person within the classification shall be the first
one to be removed and the last one to be returned when work is available,
and the transferred employee is to receive not less than the guaranteed
minimum rate for that category of the employee. If the transferred

employee is a piece work operator and is transferred to an hourly job, that
employee

is to

receive

eighty- five

percent ( 85%)

of their average wage or

the hourly base rate, whichever is higher.
3.

If the transfer is because of lack of work as determined by the
Company but the transfer is not according to seniority as set forth in ( 2)
above, then the transferred employee shall be paid the employee' s
average rate.

However, employees who are granted merit under Category III will be transferred
to the other class or classes which qualified them for merit at established piece
rates.

Employees who are granted merit under Category IV will be transferred to

any other classification at established piece rates.
C.

When transferring employees from one shift to another, the Company shall give
affected employees one week notice.

Affected employees with personal

schedule problems shall be allowed up to an additional week after the notice
week to report to the new shift without attendance penalty and without pay.
D.

If, by transfer, any employee habitually or intentionally fails to make the
guaranteed minimum rate wage while doing such work over a substantial or a

reasonable period of time, he or she shall be subject to disciplinary action.
Regular employees are to be offered transfer work before new employees are
hired, providing
CLAUSE).
E.

they

are

temporarily

out of

their

regular work. ( See

SENIORITY

Every time a piece- rated operator is transferred because of lack of work or is
being recalled from layoff as a transfer, the employee will be guaranteed the

base rate or the employee' s average rate, whichever is lower, for a training
period not less than two weeks. The training period may be extended by the
Company. The manner and conditions in which transfer jobs will be offered to
operators without work of their own is as follows:
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1.

There must be work available for which no other employee has

prior rights.

Before work would be offered to any or all operators so affected by
lack of work, it would have to be predetermined that any or all would be

2.

qualified to perform operations required of available work.
3.

If such work would be available, it would be offered to operators

without work of their own in relation to their seniority.

If available work would be already occupied by transfers, as more
senior operators find insufficient work of their own, then the available work
of the least senior transfers would be offered to such senior operators

4.

then without work of their own. To emphasize, a senior operator does not
have the

to

right

choose

among transfer jobs already

occupied.

The

transfer job available for offer will be determined by the Procedure
outlined above.

5.

Transfers of piece work operators previously transferred.
Piece work operators transferred to hourly work will

a.

be offered transfer to piece work jobs by plant seniority if qualified
as piece work jobs become available.

Piece work operators transferred to piece work jobs

b.
other

than their own

classification.

the transferred job( s),

In case of lack of work within

other available piece work jobs will be

by plant seniority if qualified. If
there are no other jobs available, the excess operators will be laid
off by plant seniority.
offered

F.

to the transferred

operators

Employees who are required to remain when there is not work available within
their classification shall be paid at their average rate or at piece work earnings,
whichever is higher.

G.

Employees temporarily moved because of medical restrictions will not be used in
situations that would overload an operation and run regular operators out of their
regular work. Employees would be moved to a temporary job until they are able
to return to their own job classification. The Company will require a physician' s
statement in determining the physical limitations of the employee. Incentive

employees may be moved to an hourly or incentive classification within the
employee' s physical

limitations.

If moved to an hourly classification, the

hourly base rate in regard to year' s service. If moved
to another incentive position, the employee will be paid either the piece work
earnings of the new job if that is higher or the lower of the base rate or their
employee will

be

paid

the
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average.

Hourly employees moved to an hourly position will be paid their hourly

base rate in regard to years of service.

ARTICLE V - SENIORITY CLAUSE

Seniority shall be determined first by job classification and second by plant seniority
rights, as defined below:
1.

first.

In all cases of dispute, job classification seniority will be considered

Plant seniority will only be considered if job classification seniority

has been exhausted.
2.

Job classification shall be defined within ninety ( 90) days after

employee has begun work and shall be so classified as stated in Article
IV, Section A.

3.

Job classification will be based on the class of machine operated,

department
type

or

hourly

classification.

Job classifications will not depend on

Seniority will be based on length of time on
classification including any time for authorized leaves of absence.

4.

of garments worked.

Plant seniority defined:
Plant seniority shall consist only of the time as an employee of the

Company and shall date from and including first day of continuous
employment.

a.

If layoff due to lack of work occurs, the newest employee in the
given job classification shall be first to be laid off and the last called
back to work, i. e., removal of employees from jobs which are

running out shall be in reverse order of seniority. The Company
shall have the responsibility to notify employees on layoff of a
recall, but the Company's responsibilities shall be limited to one
attempted phone call in two separate business days at the last

phone number provided to the Company by any employee.
b.

In case of lack of work within a classification, employees with most

plant seniority may be transferred to a different temporary job
classification providing they qualify in the opinion of the Company.
They will be paid either 1) the piece work earnings of the transfer
job if that is higher, or 2) the lower of the base rate or their average.
In case of lack of work when a piece- rated operator is transferred
to

hourly work, he/ she will be paid eighty- five percent ( 85%)
average wage or the hourly base rate, whichever is higher.
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of their

c.

No seniority under this different temporary job classification will be

accumulated, however, job classification seniority will continue to
accumulate on the regular job classification even though the

employee may be forced to accept other temporary job work due to
lack of work in their regular job classification.
d.

In case of layoff, the Company will notify all personnel on layoff of
all job postings by regular mail with copies to the Union. All such
job postings will remain open for six working days following post
date and time of the notice. The posting will specify the expiration
date and time of the posting.

e.

In case of layoff, if that employee cannot be placed in another job

classification, posted job opening or other stipulations of this
contract within 52 consecutive work weeks, that employee will be
terminated.

f.

When an employee on extended layoff is recalled to a transfer

position, she/he will continue seniority in her/his classification of
record.

g.

When an employee is to be laid off, transferred, disciplined, or
interviewed when discipline is a possible outcome, the employee

shall have the right to request the shop steward or an officer to be
present.

If said employee is a Union representative, or officer of

the Union, and business pertains to him/ her, that employee may

have one other Union representative present in such instances, if
requested.

h.

An employee will automatically have their employment terminated if
the employee has been on a medical leave incurred outside of

work for twelve ( 12) consecutive months ( including any Family and
Medical Leave Act leave) or on leave due to injury incurred in the
work place for twelve ( 12) consecutive months ( including any

Family and Medical Leave Act leave).

Plant seniority for the second shift will be calculated in the same
method as

first

shift.

If an employee placed a bid to move to

another shift within their classification, the starting time of their job

seniority will not change. They would have to go through the
correct job bidding procedure to change shift. Their job seniority
All employees placing a successful bid
for a change of shifts will be given a 10 day trial period.
date is to

j.

remain

the

same.

In the event of a reduction in the work force, the least senior person
will be the first to be laid off by department with the exception of:
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1) Due to lack of available machinery or for economic reasons,

management may layoff more senior employees that are not
trained on the jobs and/ or machinery needed to be kept operating

during both shifts. The Company will offer training to employees in
an effort

to

secure

their

employment.

If an employee waives

training, that employee does so with the understanding that he/ she
may be laid off if he/ she is unable to perform the available
remaining work.

2) If it is necessary to transfer employees from one shift to
another, the Company will ask for employees within that
classification to volunteer to transfer to the shift with the available
If not enough volunteers are found, the least senior

work.

employee( s) will be transferred, providing they are able to perform
the available work.
5.

Posting of Job Openings
a.

When a vacancy occurs in the bargaining unit because of the exit
of an employee by quit, discharge, death, retirement, induction into
the armed forces, transfer out of the bargaining unit, expansion in
the work in the particular department or because of starting a new

department or new job, which vacancy in the Company' s judgment
requires a replacement, the vacancy shall then be filled as follows:
The job vacancy

shall

be

posted

for three working days, ( six

working days if the notice must be mailed or phoned to employees
on layoff) and shall be offered first to an employee within the

Company seeking the position; however, in selecting an employee
to fill the vacancy, the Company shall not be bound to choose the
one with the most plant seniority, but shall make the selection from
among the best suited in the Company' s judgment to fill the
position.

If more than one employee seeks the position and each

are of reasonably equal qualifications, plant seniority shall
determine who shall fill the position.
b.

If still the job is not filled, the management may fill the position
within 120 days, from help available outside the plant, after which
the posting is automatically canceled.

c.

Any employee seeking a vacant job shall do so in writing to the
management.

If that employee is awarded the job, he/she shall be

given an opportunity to try the job within four weeks of the
successful bid.
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d.

If any employee accepts a position in a different job classification,

this employee must declare their intentions of keeping the job or

returning to the previous job within 30 consecutive calendar days of
assuming the

new position.

If it becomes evident in the Company' s

judgment the employee who accepts a position in a different job
classification isn' t going to be able to qualify after a reasonable

number of days trial period, but in no case to exceed 30 calendar
days, that employee will return to his/ her old job classification by
mutual consent of

the

employee,

Union

and

Company.

If an

employee bids on a job opening of a classification they have had

previously, they will have only 10 working days to decide if they
want to accept that new job opening.
e.

Before the 10 or 30 day period actually expires, the Company shall
notify the employee and Executive Board if said job classification
will continue.

If not enough work is available during the 10 or 30

day period, the Company and said employee may have an

extended period of time, a time agreed upon by both Company and

Executive Board ( usually another 10 or 30 days).
f.

During this time ( 10 or 30 days) they will retain the full seniority

rights in their previous job classification without any loss of seniority

and may return to their previous job classification upon five working
days notice in advance presented in writing to the management.
g.

If the job bid is accepted after the trial period, the employee will

then forfeit all previous job seniority, but retain plant seniority. The

new job classification seniority will date back to the first day on the
new job classification.
h.

New employees who have completed the orientation period will be
eligible to bid on job postings.

i.

The Company will not consider a job bid from an employee who
has bid for and tried three posted jobs within three years, except
when the employee is on layoff.

ARTICLE VI - HOLIDAY CLAUSE

A.

The following holidays shall be observed during the term of this Agreement, New
Year's Day, Friday before Easter, Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving Day, Friday after Thanksgiving, December 24, and December 25,
and, subject to new employee qualification period, two leisure days. The leisure

holidays may be taken in conjunction with any other paid holiday and with

vacations upon proper notice. When Christmas, December 25, falls on
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Saturday, that holiday will be observed on the preceding Thursday. When
Christmas, December 25, falls on Sunday, December 24 will be observed on the
preceding Friday and December 25 will be observed on the succeeding Monday.
When December 24 falls on Sunday, that holiday will be observed on the
succeeding Tuesday. When other holidays fall on Saturday, the Friday before
shall be observed. When other holidays fall on Sunday, the Monday after shall
be observed. If employees should work on above- mentioned holidays, they shall
receive double time at their regular rate of pay.
B.

Eleven holidays as listed in Article VI, Section A above are allowed at his or her

rate of pay for hourly employees and the average rate of pay for piece work
to Article XIII - Section B) providing that, except for leisure days,
said employee actually works the employee' s last full scheduled work day before
the holiday, and the employee' s first full scheduled work day after the holiday.
operators ( refer

C.

Holidays may be taken in conjunction with paid vacation days so long as the
employee actually works the employee' s last full scheduled work day before the
holiday/vacation combination and the employee' s first full scheduled work day
the

holiday/ vacation
apply to leisure days.
after

D.

combination.

However, the work qualification does not

With regard to leisure days, it will be the responsibility of each employee to
submit a request one week in advance for that day off and two weeks in advance
if the leisure day is to be taken in conjunction with any other paid holiday or
vacations for that day to qualify as a leisure day and to enable the employee to

receive pay for that day. The Company may deny a requested leisure holiday if
the resulting absence cannot be covered adequately to meet production needs.
E.

When the double holiday of December 24 and December 25 falls on Monday
and Tuesday, or Tuesday and Wednesday, payroll will be distributed at earliest
possible time that week.

F.

In the event an employee is laid off due to lack of work during the last five
working days immediately preceding a holiday, or is called back to work after
layoff during the first five working days immediately following a holiday, he or she

shall qualify for a paid holiday providing he or she has actually worked the
employee' s last full scheduled work day before the layoff, or the employee' s first
full scheduled work day after being recalled. This section does not apply to
leisure days.
G.

In the event an employee is unable to work part or all of either the day preceding
or the day following a paid holiday for verified personal illness, verified death in
the immediate family, or verified family emergency, the employee shall earn the
full regular holiday pay at his or her hourly rate for hourly employees and at his
or

her

average rate

for incentive

operators.

Except for leisure days, said

employee must fulfill the work requirement of Section B above for the remaining
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day before or after the paid holiday. If an employee misses an accumulated
total of fifteen minutes or less on the day before or the day after a holiday, the

employee will receive six hours of pay (on combined holidays, both holidays are
affected).

If the employee misses an accumulated total of sixteen minutes to

one hour on the day before or the day after a holiday, the employee will receive
four hours of pay ( on combined holidays, both holidays are affected).
H.

holiday benefits. New
employees are not eligible for leisure holiday until after the first April 1 following
date of hire and after completion of the orientation period and will initially be
eligible for two leisure holidays if hired prior to October 1 and one leisure holiday
New

employees

in

orientation status are not eligible

for

if hired after October 1.

The leisure holidays will be between April 1 and March 31 of each year. When

an employee is granted a leisure day that falls on a Friday or a Monday, the
employee shall not be required to work the Saturday following the Friday leisure
day or the Saturday preceding the Monday leisure day.
J.

Employees who are in the trial period on a job bid will be paid for holidays and

vacation days according to their original job classification, not according to the
bid classification.
K.

If an employee is restricted to working less than eight hours per day during the
week before and/ or the week after a holiday, the employee will be paid for the
holiday only those hours scheduled during those restricted weeks. If the
employee on restricted hours is not working the same number of hours the day
before and the day after the holiday, the employee would be paid for the average
of the hours in each of those days. ( Example: an employee is working four hours
per day because of medical restraints and would be paid for four hours of a
holiday). If the restriction from eight hours per day is the result of layoff due to
lack of work during the last five working days immediately preceding the holiday,
of if that restriction ends during the first five working days immediately following a
holiday due to recall, no reduction in pay for holiday hours will occur.

ARTICLE VII - PAY DAY CLAUSE

The Company and Union agree that Wednesday for each week shall be the regular pay
day. Direct deposit may be offered to employees on a voluntary basis.
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ARTICLE VIII - STRIKE, LOCKOUTS AND RELATIONSHIP CLAUSE
A.

It is agreed by and between the Company and Union that there be no lockouts,
strikes, slow downs, sit downs, or actions of a coercive nature during the term of
this agreement except for a violation of this contract.

B.

An employee on the seniority list shall not be disciplined or discharged except for
just cause.

C.

The Company shall deliver a copy of all discharges to the Union on the same
date as the discharge, if possible, and under all circumstances no later than the

next working day following the discharge. The employee or the Union shall have
the right to appeal the correctness of the discharge by filing a written grievance
with the Company no later than the end of the shift on the second working day
following the date of the discharge at Step 3 of the grievance procedure set forth
in Article IX.

ARTICLE IX - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A.

A grievance committee shall be selected by the Union from among the
bargaining unit employees and shall be recognized as such by the Company.
The Union shall keep the Company furnished with a current list of the grievance
committee and any alternate members. In case of any difference or grievance
which may arise between the Company and any of its employees with respect to
the compliance with, or the meaning or application of this agreement, an honest
effort shall be made to settle such matters promptly in accordance with the
following procedure:
Step

1:

The grievance shall be orally presented by the employee' s Union
steward to the employee' s department manager within five working
days of the commission or omission of the act or condition

originating the grievance. The Union steward must state the
the contract that has been

If the grievance is
not settled in the original discussion, the department manager shall
provision of

violated.

respond orally to the Union steward within at least two working
days after the oral discussion.

Step

2:

If settlement is not reached, the grievance may then be presented
in writing by the employee' s Union steward to the department
manager on the form attached as Exhibit B within five working days
following the original verbal discussion. The grievance must state
the

provision of

the

contract

that has been

violated.

The applicable

department manager shall give a written answer to the Union

representative within three working days following the submission
of the written grievance.
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Step

3:

If settlement is not reached, the grievance may then be filed by the
chairman of the grievance committee with a member of the

production management committee on the form attached as Exhibit
B within five working days following the date of the written answer.
A labor-management meeting will be held on the first Tuesday of
each month for the consideration of appropriate labor- management

subjects. A meeting between the grievance committee (of up to six
people) and the production management committee will be set up

at a time mutually agreed to by the Company and the Union for the
sole purpose of hearing grievances. The discussion on Step 3
grievances will be directed toward the clarification of the issue
and/ or issues and, if possible, the resolution of each grievance.

The meeting should include in addition to the grievance committee

and the step 3 grievant, and at the Union' s option, the international
Union business agent, and at least two representatives from the
production management committee. A written answer will be given

by the Company to each grievance within five working days
following the meeting.

Step

4:

If a settlement is not reached in Step 3, the grievance may be

submitted to arbitration by filing a written notice on the form
attached as Exhibit B with any member of the production
management committee designated at the grievance meeting

within fourteen working days following the date of the Step 3
answer containing the request for the submission to arbitration.
The arbitrator shall be selected in the following manner: Within two
calendar weeks after receiving the notice requesting arbitration, a

joint request of the parties will be made to the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service to submit five names of arbitrators. Within

ten working days of the receipt of said list, the impartial arbitrator
will be selected by the alternate striking of names, the last

remaining name will be the impartial arbitrator. Within ten working
days after the appointed arbitrator has provided open dates for the

hearing, the parties will establish the date of the hearing and notify
the appointed arbitrator. The fees and expenses of the arbitrator
shall be born one half by each party.
B.

When a settlement is arrived at in any step of these procedures, such a
settlement shall

be final

and

binding

on all parties concerned.

A settlement

made on any grievance which has passed the first step shall be signed by both
parties.

C.

Any grievance not carried to the next step of the grievance procedure by the

Union within the time specified shall be settled on the basis of the last answer
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given by the Company. Any written grievance not answered by the Company
within the time specified shall be settled in favor of the employee.
D.

Any member of the grievance committee or any Union representative must have
permission from his or her supervisor to discuss matters concerning grievance

and the supervisor in any area being visited by a member of the grievance
committee or Union representative must be contacted before any discussion can
take

place with an employee

in that department. Such permission shall not be

unreasonably withheld.

Only the Union steward, or a designated official in her/his absence, shall
continue to receive pay at average for incentive employees and at hourly for
hourly employees during the time spent on discussing grievances on Company
time with a maximum of two hours per week; however, this maximum shall not

apply to any such time necessarily spent discussing such grievances with the
international representative when he/ she is present. Any additional time spent

discussing grievances on Company time shall not be paid for but will be counted
as time worked for vacation purposes. The parties to this contract will at all
times endeavor to cooperate to effect rapid settlement of grievances at the shop
level.

ARTICLE X - LEAVE OF ABSENCE CLAUSE
A.

Leave of absence may be granted by the Company for a period not to exceed 30
calendar

days.

Extension of leave of absence may be granted by special
the Company. It is understood and agreed that if any

arrangements with

employee goes to work for another employer while on leave of absence, he or

she shall lose his or her status as an employee of the Company.
B.

An excused leave of absence to be granted for the death of an employee' s

spouse of 30 calendar days and an excused leave of absence to be granted for
death in immediate family, i. e., Father, or Father-in- law, Mother, or Mother- in-

law, Step- parent, Sister, or Sister- in- law, Brother, or Brother-in- law, Son, or Sonin- law, Daughter, or Daughter- in- law, Step- child, Grandparents, or
Grandchildren, of five days, plus time necessary to travel to and from destination.
Holidays falling in this five or 30 day leave of absence shall be paid.
C.

When death occurs in immediate family as outlined in Section B above, the
employee shall receive eight hours pay at the hourly rate based on years of
service for hourly employees and at the average for incentive employees
regardless of day of the week for day of the funeral. No pay will be granted
unless the employee attends the funeral. These eight hours are to be
considered as

hours

worked.

In the event an employee is laid off due to lack of

work during the last five working days immediately preceding the funeral day, or
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is called back to work after layoff during the first five working days immediately
following the funeral day, the employee shall qualify for this paid funeral day.
D.

Employees not able to report for work must report by phone each day of
absence to Human Resources within one hour after normal starting time giving

their reason for failing to report for work, unless prior reporting arrangements for
the absence have been made with the Company.
E.

Employees shall be excused without pay for steward orientation by the Union
and for Union conventions and seminars as production needs allow in the

judgment of the Company.

ARTICLE XI - ILLNESS AND INJURY

A.

Employees unable to work by reason of illness including pregnancy shall be
to leave of absence. The Company will require the attending doctor's ( or

entitled

licensed Chiropractor or Osteopath) certificate to prove illness on the employee

taking the leave of absence and also will require a doctor's certificate at the
termination of the illness as proof that the employee may return to work. During
such illness, the Company is to be notified not less than once each week of the
employee' s condition while on leave of absence.
B.

If an employee is injured on the job and is unable to work, that employee shall be

paid for the remainder of the day in which he/ she was unable to work at the
hourly rate for years of service for hourly employee and at the average for
incentive employee, provided that the employee has properly reported the injury
to the

employee' s supervisor.

Employees injured on the job will not be able to

refuse treatment if management deems that they need treatment. The Company
will pay up to eight hours on the day of the injury if treatment is sought on that
day. Employees injured on the job shall have the right to seek treatment if they
deem that treatment is necessary.
C.

Any employee who has been off on an extended illness or injury will not be
accepted back to work until proper arrangements have been made through the

Personnel Department. A doctor' s certificate of release must be turned in and
processed and it must be determined in advance if a machine and/ or work is
available.

Thereafter the person must be advised of status within three days.

ARTICLE XII - SANITARY AND SAFETY CLAUSE

The Company agrees that proper ventilation and safety conditions shall prevail at all
times during working hours according to Iowa State Regulations and the regulations of
the City of Waterloo. The Company shall provide and maintain protective devices and
other equipment necessary to protect the employees from injury and occupational
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sickness.

Employees shall cooperate with the Company and these safety and health

by using protective equipment at all times when they are required. All
employees shall be required to keep their machine and their work area clean.
measures

ARTICLE XIII - WAGE CLAUSE
A.

All employees on piece work rates shall be paid for all work produced at piece
work rate

to be figured

at end of each

day. If piece work employees should work

part of the day at time work rate, they are responsible for providing accurate
information for recording as to the number of hours that they have worked at
time work and will be paid for that time at employee' s average rate of pay for
such work, plus their piece work rate for any piece work done on such day.
Work
are

shall

be

assigned

to turn in time

to

employees on a

sheets and coupons

by

fair

the

and equitable

basis. Employees

end of each work

day.

In special

circumstances where the operation may take more than one day to complete
i. e., bundling in the cutting room) the incentive earnings will be "averaged" over
the applicable work days.
B.

Average rate of pay for piece work operators where concerned with qualified

time work pay, holiday pay and vacation pay, will be defined as that rate equal to
total earnings of an operator's classification divided by total hours worked ( time
work included) on that operator' s classification.
1.

history

The " average rate" will be recalculated every 90 days using the
of

the

past six months

to derive the rate. This calculation will be

completed after the last full week of each calendar quarter.

If an employee has not recorded incentive earnings of their own
classification within the immediate past six months at the time of a
recalculation, the last calculated average rate will be used.
2.

If an employee is transferred to another classification and has not
recorded incentive earnings in their own classification since the most
3.

recent wage increase, their average will be increased by the amount of
the wage increase.
4.

The calculation of the average rates will not include the overtime

premium, which is the extra " half time" paid for any overtime.
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SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS

C.

Second Tier

First Tier

Hired After 8/ 30/ 86

Hired Prior to 8/ 30/ 86
8/ 27/ 18

8/ 28/ 17

Piece Work Rate
Guar. Min.
Increase

Increase

SAM Value

Hourly Base Rate
Increase

12. 11

After 90 Days

MERIT GUIDELINE

12. 41

$

$ 0. 30

0. 30

Increase

D.

$ 8. 00

0. 00

$ 0. 00

$ 0. 00

11. 91

$ 12. 21

0. 30

$ 0. 30

$ 0. 30

0. 1935

0. 1985

0. 2035

10. 51

First 90 Days

$ 12. 71
$ 0. 30

$ 8. 00

8. 00

11, 61

Base Rate

8/ 26/ 19

8/ 27/ 18

8/ 28/ 17

8/ 26/ 19

$

10. 81

$

11. 11

0. 30

$ 0. 30

$ 0. 30

11. 11

$ 11. 41

$ 11. 71

0. 30

$ 0. 30

$ 0. 30

Effective all three years)

Piece Work Base Rate

Category

I

10

II

20

III

30

IV

50

Hourly Base Rate

20

N/ A

I

Category

20

30

III

35

45

IV

50

60

II

Qualified employees may be granted merit increases throughout the term of this
contract

the

based

Company.

the

on

above schedule.

Criteria will be established for each category by

The granting or revocation of merit will be determined by a committee

comprised of the department managers, personnel manager and at least one executive
of the Company.
E.

Jury Pay pay

and

Employees called for jury duty will be paid the difference between jury

the

hourly

rate

based on

years of service
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for time

absent.

If an

employee is subpoenaed for good cause, the time lost will be excused without
pay. Employees are expected, whenever possible, to report to work before and

after they serve on jury duty.
F.

When employees having work of their own are requested to instruct or help out
in other sections, they are to be paid their average rate of pay (Article XIII,
Section B) or their guaranteed minimum rate, whichever is higher.

G.

In the event the Federal Wage and Hour Law minimum rate or the State
minimum wage rate is increased and exceeds the guaranteed minimum rate of
n will automatically match the Federal or State
any employee, t he Company

minimum without reopening the contract.
H.

Wages 1.

Single Quantity Premium

To assist in maintaining a higher average piece work rate, a 25%
additional premium on piece work prices only will be paid for orders of a
single garment, or where there is an order for a single garment along with
other garments. This would not apply to team lot orders or any quantity
over one that have bundles that might contain one garment tied
separately because of size.

2.

This premium is to apply only to manual cutting and off-line sewing
operations.

3.

Tickets for single quantities will be identified.

4.

This premium will be added to the individual piece work prices.

5.

In case of dispute whether an order qualifies for this premium, the

Company reserves the right to make the decision.
6.

The Union label agreement between the Company and District Local 431,
United Food and Commercial Workers International Union, AFL- CIO- CLC
requires

the Union label to be inserted.

Therefore, the operator

designated by the Company to install the Union label will do so regardless
of whether or not they are a Union member.

ARTICLE XIV -

METHOD OF DEVELOPING OR CHANGING
PIECE WORK STANDARDS

A.

Incentive standards will be made to determine time standards for completing

respective operations. All standards will be established under a standard data
system when applicable.

Standards will be established for the average
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employee working at an average pace on an operation he or she is well trained
at so

B.

that he

or she will

be

able

to

produce at

100% base rate.

It will be the policy of Powers to set standards in such a manner that an
employee who has the necessary skill, experience, and who exerts full and
proper application on the job following established methods and working under

normal conditions shall be afforded the opportunity of earning incentive premium
over the established base rate.
C.

Company to establish standards. It shall be the
obligation of piece rate operators to give new or revised standards a fair
It

shall

be the

right of

the

opportunity to prove themselves in practical application.
D.

Allowance for personal time, personal fatigue, and unavoidable delay, and a 15
percent ( 15%)

incentive will be factored into the time standards according to the

list on Exhibit A to this Agreement.
E.

If an employee, after having given a newly assigned standard a fair and practical
test, feels that the standard isn' t right; he/ she may request a restudy. The

restudy will either verify the original standard or provide a basis for adjustment.
If the results of the restudy are not found satisfactory, they may request the
operation be restudied by the Union engineer, through their local Union
representative.

on

If the Company and the Union engineer cannot reach agreement

the standard, it

would

be

subject

to

arbitration.

Once a standard has been

set, it shall not be subject to review unless the operation is changed, different

machinery is used to perform the operation or it is discovered an error has been
made

in

calculations.

If a newly assigned standard is adjusted in excess of five

percent, any resulting extra pay shall be retroactive up to a maximum of 30
calendar days.
F.

Any rate installed prior to April 7, 1981, for manual cutting and off-line sewing
may have a standard data incentive rate installed in place of the rate system
presently in
the change.

G.

effect as

long

as

there is

not a reduction of more

than 10% due to

Any rate already on a standard data system or any rate in the future which is
placed on a standard data system accepted by the Union and the Company shall
not be subject to review, unless the operation or method has been changed,

different machinery is used to perform the operation, or it is discovered that an
error has been made in calculations.

ARTICLE XV - MISCELLANEOUS ITEM CLAUSE

A.

The Union shall have reasonable access to all piece work calculations to verify
rates and changes to rates.
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In all Departments, a self-contained head set type of radio will be allowed where

B.

appropriate as determined by the Company. The radio must be on the individual
in a range so as not to cause a hazard or inhibit the work operation or operator
or the general work environment.

C.

Hand cutter in art department shall have scissors furnished by the Company.

D.

UNION LABEL AGREEMENT - Per agreement attached.

E.

Training and retraining bonuses will be calculated and used by the Company on
a fair and equitable basis. Any training or retraining bonus plan adopted by the

Company will be explained to trainees and the Executive Board.
ARTICLE XVI - REST PERIOD CLAUSE

Employees are to have 15 minute rest period during the first half of their work shift and
during the second half of their work
be divided into groups as determined by the Company.
15

minute rest period

ARTICLE XVII -

shift.

Said employees are to

GROUP LIFE AND SICKNESS AND HOSPITAL
INSURANCE CLAUSE

The

Company

agrees

to pay up to $

14. 24 monthly for Disability Income Insurance

premiums. The Company also agrees to provide a qualified bronze level medical
insurance plan in compliance with the Affordable Healthcare Act for single coverage

only with the employee contribution toward premium payment meeting Affordable
Healthcare Act
to be

paid

by

guidelines ($

the

155. 00 for the first year) and the remainder of the premium

Company. The Company will notify the Union before September 1 of

each year as to the premium payment for the employee for the next year of the
Agreement. Employee and spouse or children or family coverage will be available at

employee cost. Any excess over the above limits is to be deducted out of the first four
payroll periods of

the

month.

However, in the event that the total monthly premium is

the same as or lower than the amount of the Company's monthly premium payment,

the amount of the Company's monthly premium payment will be reduced by the sum of
00) which amount shall be paid by the employee by payroll deduction as
above.
Company agrees to pay 100% of the Group Life and Accidental Death and
Dismemberment insurance premiums. The weekly benefit for disability income

one

dollar ($ 1.
The

insurance

will

be $

120. 00 for the term of this contract. All employees will be eligible for

insurance benefits as listed above providing application is approved by insurer.
Insurance coverage per booklet furnished each participant.

Benefits under this Article shall be provided for employees while on leave due to illness

or injury not incurred in the work place for up to 6 consecutive months (including Family
22

and

Medical Leave Act leave),

and for employees while on leave due to injury incurred

in the work place for up to 6 consecutive months ( including Family and Medical Leave
Act leave).

However, regardless of the foregoing, benefits under this Article shall cease

at the time an employee qualifies for any health benefits provided by federal or state
statutes upon reaching a qualifying disability. Benefits under this Article shall be
provided to employees while on layoff with recall rights or while on leave of absence
than for illness or injury up to 30 days. Benefits under this Article during leave of

other

absence other than for illness or injury beyond 30 days shall be discretionary with the
Company.

ARTICLE XVIII - RETIREMENT PLAN CLAUSE

The Company will implement a 401 K Plan effective April 1, 2002, and employees with
at

least

one ( 1)

below, the

year of service will

Company

be

allowed

to

will make a contribution of$

participate.

Subject to the annual cap
00 contributed by a

0. 50 for every $ 1.

participating employee, with the employee' s contribution for this match being limited to
3%

of employee' s gross annual

pay during the first

year of

the

contract and

4%

of

employee' s gross annual pay during the second and third years of the contract. The
The Company' s total contribution for
the matching of employee contributions is capped for the term of this agreement at
17, 000. 00. If the annual cap is reached, the Company' s match will be on a pro- rata
basis to employee contributions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company may, in
its sole discretion, reduce the amount of the Company' s contribution, even to zero
dollars ($ 0. 00), but the percent of match for a bargaining unit employees will not be
lower than the percent of match for non- bargaining unit employees for the same time
employee' s unmatched participation

is

unlimited.

period.

ARTICLE XIX - VACATION CLAUSE
A.

The vacation period shall be between April 1 and March 31 of each vacation

year. The period to qualify for vacation during the duration of this contract will be
between the week starting April 1 and the week ending March 31 of the
succeeding year. The Company may deny a specific vacation date requested if
the resulting absence cannot be covered adequately to meet production needs.
B.

As of April 1 of each year, employees in the first year of employment will qualify
for paid vacation for that vacation year based on the following:
1800 Hours Worked

Five ( 5) days of Vacation

1480 Hours Worked

Four (4) days of Vacation

1160 Hours Worked

Three ( 3) days of Vacation
Two ( 2) days of Vacation
One ( 1) days of Vacation

840 Hours Worked
521 Hours Worked
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C.

Employees will be granted vacation based upon the following completed years of
service:

One ( 1) Year

Service

of

Three ( 3) Years
Ten ( 10) Years

Service

of
of

Service

One ( 1) Week of Vacation
Two ( 2) Weeks of Vacation
Three ( 3) Weeks of Vacation

Twenty (20) Years of Service Four (4) Weeks of Vacation

Any employee eligible for four weeks of vacation may not take more than three
weeks of vacation

their

vacation

consecutively.

Employees may take up to two (2) weeks of

in four (4) hour increments,

upon proper notice.

In the case of

verified illness, an employee may take up to three ( 3) single days without notice
to the

Company

other

than that

required

for

an unexpected absence.

For hourly

workers, the rate per hour to be used in computing vacation pay is the

employee' s current hourly rate in effect on the day the vacation payroll check is
drawn.

For piece work operators, the rate per hour to be used in computing

vacation pay is the employee' s average rate of pay in effect on the day the actual
payroll check

is drawn.

Said employee may ask for all or part of vacation pay on

a weekly basis or one day at a time with the pay for that day on the check of the
the vacation was taken. The Company must be notified at least two (2)
weeks prior to vacation time except where production needs allow for shorter
notice. If, with the consent of the Company, an employee should wish not to

week

take earned vacation time during the vacation period, and providing such
employee signs a waiver to that effect, the employee shall receive vacation pay,
plus regular earnings during such period. Employees shall not be required to

work on the Saturday following a Friday within the employee' s vacation period
nor on the Saturday preceding a Monday within the employee' s vacation period.
D.

Beyond years of service requirement, to qualify for a fully paid vacation, the
employee must

have

worked

1560 hours

vacation

the qualifying period. An
for 75% of their normal vacation

working 1300 hours would be eligible
working 1040 hours would be eligible for 50% of their normal
employee working 520 hours would be eligible for 25% of their
An
pay.

employee

pay. An

during

employee

normal vacation pay.
E.

Any hours paid for work, vacation, and holidays occurring during the vacation
qualifying period will be considered as hours worked only for purposes of this
Article.

F.

Any employee who severs employment or is terminated for just cause during

vacation qualifying period ( April 1 to March 31) will forfeit all rights to all benefits
regardless of hours worked. The only exception would be an employee ready for
normal retirement or forced retirement because of disability as defined by Social

Security standards and who has fulfilled the work requirement during the
vacation qualifying year.
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G.

The Company further reserves the right to close down production work for two
weeks in all or any departments in the plant so that all employees in such
departments or in the plant shall have their vacation at the same time.

ARTICLE XX - EXPIRATION CLAUSE
A.

This Agreement is to take effect at 12: 01 a. m. on the 28th day of August, 2017,

between the Company and the Union, and shall remain in full force and effect
until 11: 59 p. m. on the 30th day of August, 2020. This Agreement shall
automatically renew itself from year to year thereafter on all of the terms and
conditions set forth in it, unless at least 60 calendar days prior to August 30,

2020, or any August 30, thereafter, either party gives written notice to the other
of

its desire to

amend, change or

terminate this Agreement. In the event of such

notice, the Agreement will terminate on the next succeeding August 30. The
Agreement may be extended after such date by written agreement between the
parties.

B.

In the event the Company elects to sell, permanently close or move the
Waterloo, Iowa plant, the Company agrees to give the Union a written notice of
the sale, or the date of permanently closing the plant or the approximate date
and

location to

which

the

plant will

be

moved, whichever

is

applicable.

The

written notice will be given to the Union as required by law prior to the date of the
event set forth in the notice and agrees to meet with the Union thereafter, upon

request, for the purpose of discussing the event and its affect on the employees.
C.

If a job classification is eliminated and no longer exists, an affected employee will

be given the choice of the least senior employee' s job in their choice of any job
classification, provided he/ she has more plant seniority than the person on that
job. The employee who is displaced from that job will have the right to displace
in the

same

fashion just described,

and will all employees

displaced. The three

job limitations as stated in Article V (5)( i) will not apply to these situations.

ARTICLE XXI - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

All employer rights, functions, responsibility and authority not specifically limited

by the expressed terms of this Agreement are retained by the Company and
remain exclusively within the rights of management. These include but are not
limited to management of the business and the plant, the direction of the working
force, the right to hire, suspend or discharge for just cause, assign or transfer

employees, determine the number of employees and the number and description

of jobs, to promote or demote, to lay off employees for lack of work or other
reasons, adopt new or changed methods of performing the work, and to make
reasonable plant rules.
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ARTICLE XXII - NONDISCRIMINATION

A.

The Company and Union agree not to discriminate against any employee
because of race, religion, national origin, color, age, sex, or physical or mental

disability.
B.

After a disabled individual is employed, the Company shall not be required to
promote or transfer such disabled person to another job or occupation, unless,

prior to such transfer, such disabled person by training or experience is qualified
for such job or occupation.
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SIGNED AND WITNESSED THIS

DISTRICT LOCAL 431,

By:
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BY:

2017.
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/
argaining Co
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Controller

Vice President Manufacturin
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EXHIBIT A

Piece Work Personal, Fatigue and Delay Allowances
Personal Time

6%

Fatigue

3 1/ 2%

Machine Delay:
Single Needle Lockstitch ( S. N. JUKI, Z.Z.)

12 1/ 2%

Double Needle Lockstitch

17 1/ 2%

Double Needle Chain

stitch (

9%

Seam Cover)

9%

Serger ( 3 Thread)

17 1/ 2%

Wool Serger

Safety

9%

Stitch 5 Thread

8%

Reece 101 Button Hole
Reece 101

with

8 1/ 2%

Gimp

3%

Reece S 2

7 1/ 2%

Singer 269 ( Bartack)

2%

Trim Master ( Inspection)

Yamato

17 1/ 2%

414

10 1/ 2%

Shirred Elastic

17 1/ 2%

Brother Button

3%
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EXHIBIT B

GRIEVANCE FORM

Grievant' s Name:

Grievance No.

Department:

Date Filed

Sections

of

Contract

Allegedly

Date Alleged Violation

Violated:

Occurred

Date of required oral
discussion:

STEP 2— FIRST WRITTEN

A.

STATEMENT OF GRIEVANCE:

B.

RELIEF SOUGHT

Signature

of

Date

Steward ( other than Grievant)

E.

DATE RECEIVED BY DEPARTMENT MANAGER

F.

DISPOSITION BY DEPARTMENT MANAGER:

Signature

of

Date

Department Manager
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STEP 3
A.

ADDITIONAL RESPONSE BY GRIEVANT OR UNION:

Date

Union Representative

Date received by Production Management Committee

B.

DISPOSITION BY COMPANY:

Company

Date

Representative

STEP 4

A.

REQUEST FOR ARBITRATION:

Signature

of

Date

Union Representative
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